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                                                        Michelle Brady   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Karate edge is an amazing group of people. They have the most supportive staff/instructors that have helped my son build confidence and help guide him through developing lifestyle skills while building character and have helped him in developing into the young man he is becoming. I can’t explain the impact karate edge has had on our family and I look forward to see the changes they help bring our family. Thank you to everyone at karate edge for all you do, our family loves you and appreciates you all ❤️❤️
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                                                        Danielle Julson   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Great group of people, they are always so kind. Our kids just love going to Karate. I personally love how they help out with our local community events.
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                                                        Roxanne Budd   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                This is such a great place! My son has been going sense he was maybe 8 and he is now 18. They say it takes a village to raise our child and I believe this is part of our village. Tony and Alicia and some of the team have been there for our son all these years, I believe they have taught him many things, not just Karate. Thank you Karate Edge. ❤️
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                                                        Rosanna Pace   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Great instructors, family focused.

Very pleased!
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                                                        Kayte Rodgers   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Totally took my first kick boxing class tonight and LOVED it! It kicked my butt and can’t wait for the next one. Seriously felt like family once I walked in the door and loved seeing everyone... Thank you guys!! Really enjoyed it!
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                                                        Wendy Roberts   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                They are so good with these kiddos!
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                                                        Cindy Reynolds   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                My child loves taking classes and summer camp. Instructors are amazing!
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                                                        Jamie Marie Shannon   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                I cannot express how great this program has been for my son.  He has learned so much and most importantly he really enjoys it.  He is learning respect, dedication and that hard work pays off!  I love to see how proud he is when he comes home with a new achievement and always wants to demonstrate what he learned in class.  He also has started to study karate masters and the Japanese language and is getting quite good!  Karate Edge has been a stable place for him through the last 2 years where everything has been uncertain.  Even if only with zoom meetings the team kept up their commitment to the kids.  Thank you for all you do!
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                                                        Shalynn Simpson   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Fantastic program for kids. Very focused on students success and positive learning.  Family oriented with awesome instructors.
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                                                        Noah N. Bershatsky   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                My whole family trains there - it's fun, I'm in great shape, have lost 14 lbs, and feel great! Positive atmosphere and very motivating.
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                                                        Katie Ehnat   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Best place ever. Always greeted with a smile and always encouraged. Would recommend for kids and adults!! Love it!!
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                                                        Anita Baillie   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                This karate school has it all: great classes for the entire family or just for yourself, a fun work hard yet laid back approach, and the most caring and amazing instructors around! Plus, the most fun kick butt kickboxing classes around!
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                                                        Elina Kostine   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Love this place! All instructors are very passionate and friendly, approachable and respectful to students. Moving up is based on skill and kids work hard to earn their next belt stripe and belt. My son felt welcome from day one because the atmosphere here is so family like. I have seen the kids help each other as well. Recommended to all! You can learn great martial art skills in a fun and friendly environment.
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                                                        Corine Rigby   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                This place is amazing! It is the first time my son has participated in a structured activity without any fear or hesitation. The instructors make everyone feel welcome and a part of the group. They are great with kids and give them a huge self esteem boost! We love Karate Edge.
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                                                        Teresa Bidewell   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                My 7 year old twin grandkids just earned their yellow belts on Saturday. They absolutely love going here. They learn in such a positive way. Karate Edge is the best! From the Sensei to all of the instructors I give you kudos! You are all awesome!
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                                                        Bekah Lawson   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                Absolutely love this place! They are amazing with kids and treat everyone as if you a part of their family!
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                                                        Meghan Parker   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                My best friend loves this school and she invited me to a class and I loved it! The first class I was doing the same thing as everyone else and I was paired with a black belt who was able to teach me the exact way I needed so I could at least keep up!

It was an awesome experience and as soon as my two kiddos are old enough they'll be taking a couple classes a week here =) #bestkarateschool
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                                                        Dana Lubovich   recommends Karate Edge

                                                        via Facebook · 

                                                    
 
                                                                                                My daughter begged us for a karate birthday party and I'm so glad we chose Karate Edge! From our initial planning meeting, to the set-up of the room (Jen did a beautiful job!!), to all of the drills, skills & games during the party...we couldn't have asked for more! All of the instructors were so, so great! They kept the kids moving and laughing with the games, while still managing to teach some karate skills and principles at the same time. We will definitely be looking into classes, and I won't be at all surprised if my daughter asks for a karate party again next year. Thank you, Karate Edge!
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